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Thou 
shall 

understand
the 

parameters

In your 

Monte Carlo
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Ei =  f(ℇ)
ℇ = binding/removal energy parameter

Which is defined differently 
in GENIE: Excitation energy          ℇ = Ex(P,N) 
In NEUT: Smith-Moniz Interaction energy   ℇ =
other applications:  Interaction energy        ℇ = 
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Impulse approx.  Spectator A-1 Nucleus

T of A-1*
* = Ex

Recoil A-1* system has kinetic energy T and excitation energy Ex

Ex is the binding energy parameter in the Bodek-Ritchie formalism

Ex is the parameter measured in early ee’P spectral function 
measurements
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GENIE
(Bodek Ritchie 1981)
Used in  early spectral 
function experiments
Excitation Energy

Modern  spectral function    
experiments    ee’P
EM = Removal or missing energy

SP,N =proton (Neutron) separation energy

S (P,N) = Energy it takes to to go from
grounds state of  atomic mass  A
to ground state of  A-1 nucleus.

Sp is  tabulated in nuclear mass tables.

both Formalisms Conserves 
momentum & Energy

They are equivalent
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S (P,N) is tabulated in
nuclear mass tables
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Carbon

Carbon 
Sp=16 MeV

ee’P high resolution 1p1h
Here Ex is measured

ee’P high resolution 1p1h 
here Em is measured

1P (1/2)

Define  peak or most 
probable value as  [Em]

Define  average as  <Em>
For neutrino experiments 

2p2h Em>80 GeV)
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Bodek-Ritchie
GENIE
2p2h process
High momentum short 
range correlations

The 2p2hg process typically has missing energy more than 80 MeV.

Should be calculated separately from 1p1h  (high momentum tail from short range 
correlations) 

( 2p2h Em>80 GeV)
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Em e e’P measurements of level removal energy

Peak

Calculating  average removal energy from level removal energy measured in ee’P

Mean

Carbon
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Em e e’P measurements of level removal energy

Peak

Calculating  average removal energy from level removal energy measured in ee’P

Mean

Carbon
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= Em plus kinetic energy of recoil A-1* system

Used for:
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Compare to

Different definition of Ei

Smith-Moniz  Interaction energy

non-relativistic approximation
(only correct on average)

include kinetic on shell compensate with larger binding

(interaction energy)
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Oxygen
Sp=12.1 MeV

[Peak] vs <Mean>

Compare oxygen  and argon

Single arm ep>e’X
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Best

Not
as 
good

2nd
Best

All should agree if done correctly

EM levels
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Koltun Sum rule

Exactly what
we need
For momentum
distribution

And binding

Ave. < KE>

Ave.  <Em>
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Compare to
Fermi gas

Compare to
Fermi gas

Koltun Sum rule measurements
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SF = Koltun sum 
rule from Spectral 
Function

Here, we 
corrected 
Moniz for 
Coulomb and 
Relativistic 
kinematics
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Should use these updated equations with the correct interaction energy.y
If we set  Veff=0,  K_T=0,  and  use wrong interaction energy, then we get what is 
currently being used.
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People have been using 27 MeV for Carbon.  Genie users should use 10 MeV, Neut users 
should use 46 MeV



Binding energy is the largest systematic error in 
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A 15 MeV change in binding energy
yields a change in the extracted value 
of 

With our analysis the binding 
energy uncertainty is 3 MeV so
this error is reduced by a factor of 5

Combined analysis: 
Christoph Andreas Ternes
Nufact 2018

=(2.50 +- 0.03)

Need to make sure that binding
Energy is treated consistently
Between experiments.

People have been using 27 MeV for Carbon. 
Genie users should use 10 MeV, Neut users should use 46 MeV
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Red is of interest to neutrino 
experiments: carbon, oxygen, 
argon, calcium, iron, lead



Appendix 
Corrections to Moniz Measurements
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